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1. LINEAR OPERATOR AS A MATRIX

A linear operator T can be represented as a matrix with elements Tij , but
in order to do this, we need to specify which basis we’re using for the vector
space V . Suppose we have a set of basis vectors {v}= (v1,v2, . . . ,vn) and
we know the result of operating on each basis vector with T . We can express
the result of Tvj as another vector v′j which can be written in terms of the
original basis vectors as

Tvj = v′j =
n

∑
i=1

Tijvi (1)

This defines the matrix elements Tij in the basis {v}. [In Zwiebach’s notes,
he usually uses vi to represent the basis vectors, while in his lectures he
tends to use ei. I’ll stick to vi to be consistent with the notes.]

Equation 1 may not look quite right, since we are summing over the rows
of the matrix Tij multiplied by the vectors vi. Usually in matrix multiplica-
tion, we sum over the columns of the matrix on the left and the rows of the
matrix (or vector) on the right. However, 1 isn’t actually a matrix multipli-
cation formula, since each vi is an entire basis vector, and not a component
from one vector.

To see that this formula does make sense, and does coincide with the
usual definition of matrix multiplication, suppose we have an orthonormal
basis where each vector vi is represented as a column vector with all entries
equal to zero except for the ith element, which is 1. In that case, the result
of operating on one particular basis vector vk with T is
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=
n

∑
i=1

Tijvi (5)

In the column vector in the first line, all entries are zero except for the
kth entry which is 1. Multiplying a square n×nmatrix Tij into this column
vector using the normal rules for matrix multiplication simply copies the kth
column of Tij into a column vector, as shown in the second line.

Although the matrix entries Tij in general depend on the basis, the iden-
tity operator I is the same in all bases. Since Ivj = vj we must have

Ivj =
n

∑
i=1

Tijvi = vj (6)

This can be true for all vj only if Tij = δij .

2. MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

If we start with 1 as the definition of the matrix elements of a linear
operator T , we can actually derive the traditional formula for matrix mul-
tiplication from it. If we didn’t know the matrix multiplication formula
beforehand (that is, the formula where we multiply a row of the left matrix
into a column of the right matrix), we might naively assume that in order to
multiply two matrices, we just multiply together the corresponding entries
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in the two matrices. If that were true, then matrix multiplication could be
defined only for two matrices that had the same dimensions, as in two n×m
matrices, say.

As you probably know, the accepted formula for the product of two ma-
trices is valid if the number of columns in the left matrix equals the number
of rows in the right matrix. To see how this formula arises naturally out of
the matrix representation of linear operators, we’ll consider two vectors a
and b and look at their components along some basis {vi} in a vector space
V . That is, we can expand a and b as (to save writing, I’ll use the sum-
mation convention in which any pair of repeated indices is assumed to be
summed):

a = aivi (7)
b = bivi (8)

Now suppose there is a linear operator T that transforms a into b, so that

b= Ta (9)

If we know the effect of operating on each basis vector vi with T , we can
plug 1 into this equation to get (remember the ai are numbers and the vi are
vectors):

b = Taivi (10)
= aiTvi (11)
= aiTjivj (12)
= (Tjiai)vj (13)

In the second line, we used the fact that the ai are just numbers (not vectors),
so they commute with T . In the last line, the quantity Tjiai is the sum over
the columns of T and the rows of a (we’re writing a as a column vector), and
so is a traditional product of an n×n matrix into an n-component column
vector. Also, referring back to 8, we see that Tjiai is bj , the component of b
along the basis vector vj .

We can apply similar logic to the product of two operators, T and S.
Suppose the product TS operates on a basis vector vj .
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(TS)vj = T (Svj) (14)
= TSpjvp (15)
= SpjTvp (16)
= SpjTipvi (17)
= (TipSpj)vi (18)
= (TS)ij vi (19)

In this derivation, we’ve used the fact that the matrix elements Tij and
Sij are just numbers, so they commute with all operators. We also applied
1 in the second and fourth lines. By comparing the last two lines, we see
that the matrix element (TS)ij of the product is formed by taking the usual
matrix product of T and S, that is, by multiplying rows of T into columns
of S:

(TS)ij = TipSpj (20)
Thus the traditional matrix product is actually a consequence of a consis-

tent definition of a product of linear operators.
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